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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator has configured a SIP trunk between two Cisco UCM clusters. For calls that should use the trunk, the
calls fail with a fast busy. The administrator checks the Cisco CallManager SDL traces and found that the cluster to
which the calling device is registered never sends an INVITE to the destination cluster. The administrator also verifies
that all nodes from both clusters are powered on, and the CallManager service is running. How is this issue resolved? 

A. The administrator must associate the route pattern with a calling search space the device can dial. 

B. The administrator needs to enable OPTIONS pings on the SIP trunks for both clusters. 

C. The administrator must allow connectivity so that TCP connections do not fail between the nodes. 

D. The administrator needs to disable OPTIONS pings on the SIP trunks for both clusters. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2
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An administrator is troubleshooting call failures on an H.323 gateway via the CLI. To see signaling for media and call
setup, which two debugs should the Administrator turn on? (Choose two.) 

A. debug H.245 asn1 

B. debug H.323 message 

C. debug H.225 asn1 

D. debug H.225 media 

E. debug H.323 asn1 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Cisco SIP IP telephony is implemented on two floors of your company. Afterward, users report intermittent voice issues
in calls established between floors. All calls are established, and sometimes they work well, but sometimes there is one-
way audio or no audio. It is determined that there is a firewall between the floors, and the administrator reports that it is
allowing SIP signaling and UDP ports from 20000 to 22000 bidirectionally. What are two solutions for this issue?
(Choose two.) 

A. Go to the SIP profile assigned to these IP phones in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to
16384-32767 

B. Ask the firewall administrator to change the ports to TCP. 

C. Ask the firewall administrator to change the range of UDP ports to 16384-32767. 

D. Go to the SIP profile assigned to these IP phones in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to
20000-22000. 

E. Go to System Parameters in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to 20000-22000. 

Correct Answer: CD 

This question is tricky because it\\'s asking for two separate solutions. The wording suggests that it\\'s not looking for
two tasks to become one single solution. In this case, one solution is to change the ports on the SIP profile of the
phones to match the ports on the firewall. The other solution is to ask the firewall admin to change his ports to match the
ports in UCM. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which set of commands binds SIP media and signaling to interface GigabitEthernet0/0 when dial peer 1 is chosen for
call routing? 

A. dial-peer voice 1 voip voice-class source interface GigabitEthernet0/0 

B. voice service voip bind sip source-interface GigabitEthernet0/0 
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C. voice service voip sip bind all source-interface GigabitEthernet0/0 

D. dial-peer voice 1 voip voice-class bind control source-interface GigabitEthernet0/0 voice-class sip bind media source-
interface GigabitEthernet0/0 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

How many maximum hops does an ILS update traverse? 

A. 3 

B. 6 

C. 9 

D. 12 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer must advertise some numbers through GDPR on Call Manager. The Cisco UCM already is advertising
some URIs to other clusters with GDPR, but the customer wants to ensure that specific numbers are advertised. Where
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under the Cisco UCM Admin page > Call Routing > Global Dial Plan Replication must that set of numbers be
configured? 

A. Route Numbers 

B. Advertised Patterns 

C. Learned Numbers 

D. Route Patterns 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. An administrator is trying to test outbound calls toward the ITSP but cannot complete the call and
receives a SIP error. ITSP is consulted, and the issue is that the ANI that is being sent is not the DID provided
8005532447. Which configuration change sends the correct ANI on the INVITE sent to ITSP to fix the error? 

A. voice class sip-profiles 2 request INVITE sip-header To modify “sip:(.*)@” sip:8005532447@ 
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B. voice translation-rule 3 rule 1/.*/ /8005532447/ 

C. voice class sip-profiles 1 request INVITE sip-header Diversion modify “sip:(.*)@” “sip:8005532447@” 

D. voice translation-rule 4 rule 1/^.*\(8005532447\)/ /\1/ 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

How does an engineer globalize routing for ingress calls coming from the PSTN to internal DNs? 

A. At the PSTN gateway, put the calling number in PSTN format and the called number in DN format. 

B. At Cisco Unified CM, put the calling number in E.164 format and the called number in PSTN format. 

C. At the PSTN gateway, put the calling number in E.164 format and the called number in localized (DN) format. 

D. At Cisco Unified Communications Manager, put the calling number in E.164 format and the called number in E.164
format. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator discovers that employees are making unauthorized long-distance and international calls from logged-
off Extension Mobility phones when the authorized users are away from their desks. Which two configurations should
the administrator configure in the Cisco UCM to avoid this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone. 

B. Remove the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone. 

C. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the device profile. 

D. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone\\'s
directory number. 

E. Remove long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions from the calling search space of the device profile. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 10

Some users report having issues dialing some external numbers when traveling to other locations within the company.
The company has five locations in five cities in one country and has an egress gateway in each location for TEHO. The
configuration has no specific entry stating that the roaming users are using the local gateway, but calls are going out.
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How is a verification of the call routing in such a specific configuration performed to further identify the problem? 

A. device mobility 

B. standard local route group 

C. local route groups 

D. TEHO 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. When setting up a new connection to Cisco UCM, the engineer must use out-of-band DTMF. Which
configuration meets this requirement? 

A. dtmf-relay h245-alphanumeric 

B. dtmf-relay sip-kpml 

C. dtmf-relay cisco-rtp 

D. dtmf-relay cisco-rtp 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

An administrator is asked to configure egress call routing by applying globalization and localization on Cisco UCM. How
should this be accomplished? 

A. Localize the calling and called numbers to E.164 format and globalize the called number in the gateway. 

B. Globalize the calling and called numbers to E.164 format and localize the called number in the gateway. 

C. Localize the calling and called numbers to PSTN format and globalize the calling and called numbers in the gateway. 

D. Globalize the calling and called numbers to PSTN format and localize the calling number in the gateway. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Phone A calls to phone B, but phone B has Call Forward All set to a PSTN number. The route list responsible for the
phone B call to the PSTN has a standard local route group configured. Which route group must be used to send the call
to the PSTN? 

A. route group defined in Standard Local Route Group section of Cisco UCM service parameters 

B. route group from the phone B device pool 

C. route group from the phone A device pool 

D. standard local route group defined in the route group configuration 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator configured Cisco Unified Mobility to block access to remote destinations for certain caller IDs. A user
reports that a blocked caller was able to reach a remote destination. Which action resolves the issue? 

A. Configure an access list. 

B. Configure Single Number Reach. 

C. Configure Mobile Voice Access. 

D. Configure a mobility identity. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/admin/10_5_2/ccmfeat/CUCM_BK_C3A84B33
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_00_cucm-feature-configuration-guide_1052/CUCM_BK_C3A84B33_00_cucm-feature-
configurationguide_chapter_010.html 

 

QUESTION 15

When an administrator troubleshoots H.323 call setup, which message gives an alert that the called party is being
notified about the call? 

A. ALERTING 

B. PROCEEDING 

C. CONNECT 

D. RINGING 

Correct Answer: A 
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